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At Home with Didiayer: Travel Edition (13 x 30 mins) HDTV & 4K 
A lifestyle series where Didier Snyder (Extreme Makeover Home Edition, Home Made Simple, Super Star 
Born Tonight) is hitting the open road with a few traveling companions - her adventurous and thrill seeking 
husband Christopher and their two young daughters. Leading the program with her informative and 
contagious attitude, Didiayer sets out to share the diversity of American history, art & design, agriculture, and 
cuisine. From the Big Island of Hawaii to the Bluegrass State of Kentucky, she meets up with locals who share 
their stories, talents, and “ways of life”. 
 

All the Best with Zita Keeley (28 x 30 mins) HDTV New Episodes!  
Cook, wine specialist and author Zita Keeley is on a mission to travel around the world aboard luxury cruise 
ships and European River Boats in search of culinary delights in the places she visits. Cruising only allows for 
a taste of a place - kind of like speed dating. So, in her short time in port she seeks out local chefs, markets, 
restaurants, breweries, wineries and producers introducing her to what makes that particular place special. 

 

Biz Kid$ (71 x 30 mins) HDTV New Episodes! 
A fun, award-winning PBS television series about kids, money and business. this ground-breaking series grabs 
kids by their wallets and shows them how to make and manage their own money. The need for financial literacy 
and business acumen among youth is larger now than ever before.  While kids are bombarded with mega 
media messages on how to be cool, fashionable, healthy and high-tech, there is very little that helps prepare 
them for their financial futures.  
 

Cajun in the City (11 x 30 mins) HDTV 
Cajun Ken shares his joy for cooking great tasting Cajun style food with his new friends up north and across 
the globe.  It has been a treat passing along these southern meals as he pays homage to the recipes of the 
master, Justin Wilson, and his many years of cooking on television. Eleven Episodes of traditional Cajun meals 
with original recipes that everyone will be able to re-create at home.  

 

Coop Dreams (32 x 30 mins) HDTV New Episodes! 
Coop Dreams...it's Green Acres meets Home Improvement meets This Old House in 
this refreshingly informative and on-trend unscripted lifestyle series. Join the adventurers of a suburban family 
gone rural in their search of a more sustainable lifestyle. Dad's dream is to try raising backyard chickens but 
other family members are not as enthusiastic! Laugh and learn as we discover 
whether or not Dad and the gang make his Coop Dreams come true. 
 

Fish Mavericks (12 x 60 mins & 13 x 30 mins) HDTV & 4K 
This outrageous sport fishing show centers on five guys from very different backgrounds working together to 
take on all competitors, including the fish! In each episode, the team travels to diverse locations, sometimes to 
compete in tournaments and often against bigger boats with bigger budgets. Follow the crew as they fish hard, 
play hard, and maybe even learn a little. 

 

Great Gamble on the Mekong (38 mins) & Megadams on the Salween (30 min) HDTV 
Both the Mekong and the Salween rivers provide food security for millions of people in South East Asia. Yet plans 
for megadams on both these rivers threaten mass relocation and traditional livelihoods along with remote jungle 
wildlife sanctuaries.  
 

Healing Africa: The Havana Prescription (60 mins) HDTV 
When Nelson Mandela became South African President in 1994 he asked for Cuban 
help in developing healthcare in his country. Cuba has supplied 500 doctors to South 

Africa since 1996 but also welcomed students from poor areas to Cuba to train as doctors for free in the 
expectation that they would return to work in their communities.  
 

Into Water & Beyond (13 x 30 min) HDTV New Episodes! 
An adventure and lifestyle travel series that delves below the surface of lesser known 
tourist destinations, the crew take the audience on a journey in to the deep blue as they dive with marine 
animals large and small. Majestic mantas, curious humpbacks and the pretty chilled whale shark are the main 
stars of this show. As they gain their sea legs boating, fishing and surfing the waters of the South Pacific and 
Asia, they share the awesome spots to get out on the water. 
 

New Orleans Live (15 x 60 mins) HDTV 
New Orleans Live is a music performance television series celebrating the incredible diversity of musical 
genres emanating from the birthplace of Jazz and the cradle of American popular music. The New Orleans 
Live series features amazing performances from artists like Ivan Neville and Dumpstaphunk, Grammy winning 
Steve Riley & the Mamou Playboys, Jason Marsalis, Raw Oyster Cult, Shammar Allen & the Underdogs, and 
Sweet Crude among many other artists. In all the series  features 43 incredible bands echoing the same 
guiding belief that with New Orleans Live, “its all about the music.”  



 

Naturevision TV (Various 20 x 30 min - 4 hrs) HDTV & 4K New Episodes! 
NatureVision 4K is the ever-growing collection of inspiring & relaxing nature videos showcasing the world's 
most beautiful natural destinations, filmed by celebrated nature video producer David Huting in 4K. 
 

Pioneers In Aviation (3 x 60 mins) HDTV 
This EMMY-nominated PBS documentary series profiles America’s legendary aerospace 
pioneers, whose achievements led the nation and the world from the era of open-cockpit 
biplanes to the very threshold of space.  Pioneers features newly-recovered archival 

footage in pristine HD, period music, and on-camera commentary by some of America’s foremost aviation scholars. 
PIA celebrates a uniquely international heritage in documenting the lives of the men who founded the fledgling 
airplane industry and, together, forged the very history of flight. 

 

Return to Uluru (60 mins) HDTV 
British artist Bruce Munro’s imaginative and innovative installations create a captivating 
evening experience for visitors to his “Light” exhibitions around the world. The latest documentary tells the 
story of the inspirations, exhibitions, and developments of Munro’s artistic career leading up to Field of 
Light Uluru. Munro’s installation—comprising 50,000 spheres of light—marks many firsts for Munro: his first 
installation in Australia; his largest and most remote Field of Light to date; and his first solar-powered iteration 
of this artwork. 
 

Road Trip Masters (20 x 30 mins) HDTV 
Road Trip Masters is a half hour TV show hosted by two educators, Nick Kessler and Brian Fulmer along with 
former student, Rich Woolf (aka Woolfie). They are a three-person film crew with one mission… to inform 
viewers about lesser-known travel destinations across America. Follow them as they explore places like the 
Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania, Annapolis Maryland and the Finger Lakes in New York in their 1968 drop 
top Cadillac. 

 

Second Opinion (81 x 30 mins) HDTV New Episodes!         
SECOND OPINION lets viewers see what they never have before – medical professionals engaged in honest, 
in-depth and often revealing discussions about life-changing medical decisions.  It’s the conversations doctors 
are having about their patients when their patients aren’t there. Hosted by Dr. Peter Salgo, each episode 
engages a panel of health care professionals – experts from various areas of medicine from around the U.S. – 
in carefully researched, real-life medical cases. 
 

Sherpa Stew (85 mins) HDTV 
Sherpa Stew is the story of hard-working immigrants who put everything on the line to provide a better life for 
their children, including their own lives. The film follows mountaineers Nima Dawa Sherpa and Kipa Sherpa 
from the top of Mount Everest to Queens, New York, as they strive to make a new kind of living. 
 

Taste the Islands (15 x 30 mins) HDTV New Episodes! 
A 30-minute lifestyle TV series presented in HD, showing viewers how to prepare delicious Caribbean inspired 
recipes. Hosted by one of the Caribbean’s premier Miami-based culinary personalities, Jamaican Chef Irie, the 
series introduces a method, spice, flavor or traditional dish from the Caribbean, gives interesting tidbits of 
information about its history and relevance in the Caribbean culture, then challenges Chef Irie to put his own 
interesting spin on it to create a universally appealing meal that viewers can try at home. 
 

Ultimate Walt Disney World (60 mins) HDTV 
Walt Disney World is known for its tradition, deep rooted in family entertainment all the while keeping thrill 
seekers coming back for more adrenaline charged adventures.  While showcasing attractions like Tower of 
Terror, Test Track and Mission Space, find out why they make the grade as the scariest, darkest, fastest and 
most classic thrills. Also, get an exclusive look at Disney’s newest offerings; Pandora – The World of Avatar and 
a sneak peak at Star Wars Land, Disney’s largest-ever, single-themed land expansion featuring locations, 
characters, attractions and entertainment based on the beloved film franchise. 
 

Vitch (78 mins) HDTV & 4K 
A daughter tells the story of the controversial choices that her father, a Jewish artist from Poland, made in 
order to survive the Holocaust. Eddie Vitch (née Ignace Levkovitch) was a talented caricature and mime 
artist.  His iconic drawings of the silver screen’s biggest stars covered the walls of the Brown Derby 
restaurant in Los Angeles - a famous backdrop to Hollywood and the stuff of celebrity lore. When Germany 
invaded France in 1940, he was performing in Paris. The Nazi officers who saw him on stage sent him to 
perform in Germany by orders of the Propaganda department. Throughout the war he performed in front of 
the Nazi elite, including Goering and Goebbels, and the Gestapo in Germany’s most prestigious theaters. His 
documents identified him as “Levkovitch,” a recognizably Jewish name. In other words, he was hiding in plain 
sight, or maybe the Nazis were protecting him?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


